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This paper analyzes the appearance of nonminimum phase zeros in a linearized FOWT
model, which are known to lead to closed-loop instability. Care is taken in acknowledging
that the zeros of the platform-pitch-output transfer function may cross into the RHP for
certain model parameter values, which is often overshadowed in existing literature by the
NMPZs of the generator-speed-output transfer function. Additional control loops found in
the literature are described: feedback of platform pitch velocity to either generator torque
or blade pitch. The blade-pitch feedback control loop is given a method of tuning the
decoupled platform pitch damping to be constant over operating points and implemented
in simulation with the IEA-15MW reference wind turbine. Performance output signals are
compared to a reference controller without nacelle feedback. 

The paper does not answer if the phi NMPZs are particularly relevant to the control
problem, not often found in literature because they do not lead to closed-loop instability
under a SISO PI controller, the primary impact of the better-known NMPZs. While a
discussion of stability and "negative damping" is offered with time-series simulations of
the linearized dynamics, it is lacking in basic systems-theory rigor such as pole locations,
root locus, stability margins, etc. that would drastically aid the impact of the analysis. 

A few notes on specific sections of the manuscript follow. Line numbers refer to numbers
in the left margin of the draft preprint.

1 Introduction: 

lines 25-26, and again line 29: What is meant by "oscillating stability"? In particular,
what is meant to be the difference between "oscillating stability" and "instability" as
used in the text? Khalil's "Nonlinear Systems" is a good source for more precise
definitions of nonlinear system stability.
line 40: "In ... (Lenfest et al., 2020), the platform pitch velocity is used to adjust the
rated speed set-point to reduce platform motions. However, the platform pitch damping
analysis is not investigated and the link with the compensation parameter is not given"
is misrepresenting the cited work. The cited work uses a similar nacelle feedback
approach as (Jonkman, 2008) and (Abbas et al., 2022), and as that used in the present
work. Additionally, the cited work does in fact investigate the (coupled) platform pitch
damping and parameter tuning (Lenfest et al., 2020, Figure 6).



lines 52-54: See comments on 'References' below. The generator torque parallel
compensation feedback loop for removing NMPZs was introduced before (Stockhouse et
al., 2022), at least as early as (Fischer, 2013). 

2 Floating Offshore Wind Turbine and its controller:

line 120: The way $\theta = \int \omega dt$ is defined as the integral of the speed
error on line 113, the integral control equation $k_I (\theta - t \Omega_r)$ looks
incorrect. In addition, this simplification would only apply if $\Omega_r$ is constant,
which is not explicitly mentioned (and contradicts earlier statements about the
approach of (Lackner, 2009)). 
lines 165-175: Could add some citations to aid this interpretation of NMPZs.
line 180: It would be nice to see what effect the model parameters have on the poles
as well as the zeros. 
Table 1: Where do these parameters come from? Are they based on a real turbine
design? Discussion of these zeros would be more compelling if a real turbine design was
shown to satisfy Ineq. (25). 
Figure 2: The flipped sign of the steady-state response is hard to explain using only the
zeros. 
While the plotted time series is somewhat helpful, it would be nice to see a pole-zero
plot for both of these cases to see the full differences in the resulting linearized model. 
Figure 2: What are the units on the multiple y-axes? And what is the size of the
$\beta$ step input?
Eq. (28): Should cite (Fischer, 2013)
lines 207-225: There is no mention of $D_t$ although it appears in Eq. (28). What is
the value used in the simulations of Fig. 3? 
line 215: Why doesn't this comp control equation match Eq. (13)?
line 221: This statement could use clarification.
Table 2: Same comment as Table 1. 
Sec. 2.3.3: The analysis in this section doesn't fully explain the observed result. The
presence of NMPZs alone would not cause the system to become unstable. Stability or
instability is the result of the open-loop poles (which are not shown, nor discussed).
This further suggests that realistic parameter values for the partial derivatives of T_a
and F_a should be chosen to match a real wind turbine design instead of "hypothetical"
values. 
line 232: "The NMPZ \beta -> \phi doesn't depend on above defined parameters" this is
inconsistent with Table 1.
line 233: "condition eq. 25 forecasts which operating points it affects" but there is no
discussion of operating points. Overall this section could use more explanation of how
the gradient parameters vary over operating points and relation to gain scheduling.
Gain scheduling is never mentioned in the manuscript.
line 238: Negative damping is the result of a high-gain controller, not a property of the
open-loop FOWT system, so the instability observed here is not the same as "negative
damping" commonly referred to in the literature. 

3 Numerical tests with time domain simulations:

Since generator torque parallel compensation is discussed above, is it implemented in
simulation? 
Now that the control approach is being applied to a real wind turbine design, does the
model of the IEA15 have the NMPZs discussed above? 
line 352: This is where there should be some discussion of gain scheduling. 
line 354: A natural frequency of 0.01 rad/s for the PI controller seems very low, less
than 1/10th the platform natural frequency. Did you test with higher values, and at
different wind speed operating points? 
Sec. 3.3: What is the value of the left-hand side of the third inequality in (51)? I'm



surprised that zeta=0.1 is larger than the natural dynamics. 
Fig. 6: What is the explanation for the zeta=0.25 case having a different mean than the
reference? 
Figs. 8-9: It's hard to interpret this result. What is the benefit to structural loading
performance with these different density profiles, versus computing DELs and extreme
loads? 
Sec. 3.4: There is some inconsistency in which wind speed is used to draw conclusions.
Line 390 and Table 6 say you tested mean wind speeds ranging from 12 m/s to 24 m/s.
Then Fig. 12 shows a case at 8 m/s. Then Table 7 shows results at 10 m/s. Then Fig.
13 shows 4 m/s to 24 m/s. 
Fig. 12: Since you show below-rated usage of the platform damper feedback, how was
the blade pitch saturation handled? 
Fig. 13: It would be nice to see maximum rotor speed and gen pwr instead of just the
average (at all wind speeds, not just at 10 m/s). The variation in average values near
cut-out may be due to the very low natural frequency of the PI controller. Also, why
does one case have an avg power of 0 at 4 m/s? 

References:

Abbas et al., was published in 2022
Stockhouse et al., was published in proc. American Control Conference, 2022:
https://doi.org/10.23919/ACC53348.2022.9867498
One of the early works studying NMPZs in the FOWT system with generator torque
compensation feedback should be cited: Fischer, B., 2013, https://doi.org/10.1049/iet-
rpg.2012.0263
The paper by Fischer also features a derivation of Eq. (28) used in the present work.
Another citation to investigate is Yu, W. et al., 2018, "Evaluation of control methods for
floating offshore wind turbines", which demonstrates a controller with combined blade
pitch and generator torque parallel compensation. 

Technical corrections:

Overall, the work is readable, but it could be improved by additional review of the
English used.
line 27: "variate" is not a verb and should be replaced by "vary". Also line 124.
line 37: "this solution do not"
line 107: Equation cross-references are usually in parentheses to match label
definitions, i.e. "Equations (1) and (2)", and similar.
lines 117-120: Here and occasionally above, there is some inconsistency in the use of
capital versus lowercase variable names to represent a "true" value versus a
perturbation from equilibrium. 
line 129: "It is analysed the performance of the control strategy" is grammatically
incorrect.
line 133: "linear form for of the global equations"
line 142: Eq. (13), fix subscript $k_\beta$
line 177, "Gain equation" should be "The gain equation", and several other occurrences
of missing grammatical articles. 
line 185: Acronym "WTG" has not been defined in the text.
Table 1: Are these units correct? I would expect the units for $dTa/dB$ and $dFa/dB$
to include $rad^{-1}$. 
Eq. (51): Since this equation has three parts that are referred to separately in the text,
each line of the equation should have a separate identifier, such as (a), (b), (c). 
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